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                        Monday8:00 am - 5:00 pm
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                Dentist - Waco, TX
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            Waco's Preferred Dental Office

            Exceptionally Qualified 
to Exceed Your
                    Smile Goals

            If your family is searching for a new dentist — welcome. If your smile needs some serious help — you
                won’t find a more qualified dental practice in all of Waco. We’re a little different, and we think once
                you visit with us, you’ll quickly realize why. We put our patients at the center of everything we do,
                and our team works hard to ensure your time with us is efficient, educational and exceptional. Quality
                and service always come first, and our #1 goal is to exceed your every expectation.
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            Meet Your Dentists

            No Case 
is Too Large

            At Heart of Texas Smiles, you can look forward to being cared for by a one-of-a-kind team of dedicated
                dental professionals. Dr. Lassetter and Dr. Rivacoba both bring unique skills and talents to the table while
                also sharing the same genuine passion for helping every patient enjoy the innumerable advantages of
                healthy, confident teeth. Best of all, their advanced training and exceptional credentials uniquely
                position them to help smiles of all shapes and sizes. From routine checkups and cleanings to full-mouth
                reconstructions, no case is too large for our team!
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                Guillermo Rivacoba DDS
          Shria Dhaon DDS
                Theresa Lassetter DDS
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        Dental Patient Reviews

        Expect Excellence... You Deserve It

    

  

  
  
    
        
            
                
                    “The dentist office is not somewhere people typically look forward to going. Heart of Texas
                        Smiles changes that in the care they show their patients and the enthusiasm they have about
                        improving your overall health. Dr. Theresa Lasseter is my dentist and always comes in with a
                        smile and helps me through any issues I'm having. All of the people at the front desk are
                        pleasant and accommodating, even when I am being high maintenance (or forgetful). They
                        hygienists always take their time, are gentle and very informative on what they are doing and
                        anything I can do better. Keep up the great work!”

                    
                        
                        Christine G.
                         Waco, TX
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            Our Dental Treatments

            We're Here 
to Help You
                    Smile

        

        
        
            Every person has different reasons for seeking out a new dentist, which is why Dr. Lassetter and Dr. Rivacoba
                strive to offer as many services as possible in one convenient location. Whether you’re struggling with
                pain, ready for a beautiful makeover, or simply overdue for a cleaning, you’ll find the experienced
                support and personalized approach you need right here. 
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            I Need A Dental Checkup 
& Cleaning
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            I Am Missing One 
Or More Teeth
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            I Have A Cavity or 
Broken Tooth
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            I Want A Straighter
Smile
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            I Am Unhappy With 
My Smile
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            I Am Worried About
Bleeding Gums
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            I Am Afraid of 
the Dentist
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            I Am Experiencing
Pain
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            I Need  Dentures &
Partial Dentures

        
    

  
  
  
  

  
  
    
        
            Dental Insurance 
& Affordable Financing

            Our Team Makesit
                Easy
            

        

        
        
            High-quality dentistry and affordable dentistry don’t have to be mutually exclusive – here in Waco, our
                patients will find the best of both worlds! Our team is knowledgeable with all areas of insurance, and
                they’ll work closely with you to navigate your available budget, file insurance claims, and maximize
                available benefits as needed to ensure that you receive the beneficial treatment you deserve. No
                insurance? That’s not a problem either. Flexible, low-interest payment plans can be arranged as well.
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            Ask A Question.
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		Frequently Asked Questions, Answered!
	

	
		You likely understand the importance of regular dental checkups, yet you may still have lingering questions about dentistry. At Heart of Texas Smiles, we prioritize patient education. If you have questions, we recommend reviewing the frequently asked questions below to see if they address your concerns. If not, please don't hesitate to contact us—our dental team near Waco is here to help!
	

	
		
			What Is the Best Way to Find a Dentist Who Does Dental Implants?
		

		
			The best way to find an implant dentist near Waco is to consider their qualifications and experience. Look for dentists who personally handle the procedure and possess relevant credentials. Solid qualifications indicate a high level of expertise and competence in performing dental implant surgeries. Therefore, seeking out dentists with excellent credentials can help ensure quality care and a successful dental implant procedure.
		

		
			How Do I Get Emergency Dental Care?
		

		
			In case of a dental emergency in Waco, we're here to provide prompt care. Our practice will see you as soon as possible for urgent situations like severe tooth pain or knocked-out teeth. Simply reach out to us by phone, and we'll gather information about your condition and schedule a visit to our office.
		

		
			Meanwhile, you can ease any discomfort at home with a cold compress or over-the-counter pain reliever. It's important to note that if your emergency involves difficulty breathing, trouble swallowing, a fractured jaw, or any other life-threatening issue, call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room first. Once you've received the necessary medical attention, we'll be ready to help in restoring your smile.
		

		
			How Much Does It Cost to Get a Tooth Pulled Without Insurance?
		

		
			The cost of a tooth extraction without insurance can vary based on several factors. Typically, in the United States, the price ranges from $150 to $400. However, this isn't fixed and can change depending on factors such as the complexity of the extraction and whether sedation is required. Before any treatment, you'll likely receive an estimate of the cost, allowing you to make informed decisions about your care.
		

		
			What Level of Education Is Required to Be a Dentist?
		

		
			To become a dentist, a significant amount of education is necessary. After completing a bachelor's degree, individuals must attend one of the 67 accredited dental schools in the United States. It usually takes three years of dental school to obtain either a Doctor of Dental Medicine (DMD) or a Doctor of Dental Sciences (DDS) degree.
		

		
			 
		

		
			Even after completing dental school, dentists must engage in continuing education to maintain their licensure. The number of required hours varies by state, but ongoing education is essential for dentists to stay current in their field and provide quality care to their patients.
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        Follow Us on Instagram!
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    Stay in the Loop!
  


   
  


    
        
            Any Questions? We're Here to Help.

            Exceptional dentistry isn’t found everywhere. In fact, it is quite rare. When you find a dental practice that cares deeply about both you as a person and your smile goals, you need to keep them. We are that dental practice. 

            We take pride in our unique approach, and we know you’ll be amazed from check-in to check-out. Our comfortable, modern facility is outfitted with the latest technologies — and our two talented dentists are trained in dentistry’s latest, most advanced, and proven techniques and treatments. 

            If you have any questions — no matter how big or small — you can always call us. If you’d prefer, you can complete this short form below and a member of our team will get back with you promptly.
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                Featured Dental Services

                	Preventive Dentistry
	Checkups & Cleanings
	Periodontal Therapy
	Restorative Dentistry
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	CEREC® 1-Day Crowns
	Dentures & Partials
	Dental Implants
	Cosmetic Dentistry
	Porcelain Veneers
	Teeth Whitening
	Metal-Free Crowns
	Invisalign® Clear Braces
	Orthodontics/Braces
	Emergency Dentistry
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